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Cleaning / lraintenance:- . Decontamination may take place under warm water using laundry soap and
detergent at temperature not greater than 50oC and tumble dry under 60"C.

Note. The performance characteristics ofwom and laundered gloves are likely to be different from the results
shown above.
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4131
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Safety Category

Mech.nicel test data in according witt EN 3EE

4- Abruion
l- Cut
3- Tear
1- Pmcntre
Tst rEults are taken from the peln erer ofthe Gloves

* The size measurements are made when the glove is laid flat and relaxed. Users of the smaller sizes of
gloves must ensure that the gloves cover their wrists and about 4 to 6cm up their arms to provide adequate
protection to that area, by gently stretching the gloves if necessall as they are put on.

Please note:- The results ofthe tests should help in glove selection, however it must be understood that
actual conditions of use cannot be simulated and it is the responsibility of the user, not the manufacturer to
determine glove suitability to the intended use. Further information may be obtained from manufacturer.

Tested in a@rdance with EN 388, EC type examination carried out by
SGS United Kingdom Ltd., Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA, UK.

(Notified Body No. 0120)
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